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Molecules of Murder
Criminal Molecules 
and Classic Cases

John Emsley

The award winning 
popular science writer!

www.rsc.org/books
Registered Charity No. 207890

This fascinating new book is about infamous murderers and 
famous victims! It includes the stories of people like Harold 
Shipman, Alexander Litvinenko, Adelaide Bartlett, and Georgi 
Markov. Few books on poisons analyse these crimes from the 
viewpoint of the poison itself, and doing so throws new light 
on how the murders or attempted murders were carried out 
and ultimately how the perpetrators were uncovered and 
brought to justice.

The reader is taken on a journey of discovery into the world 
of dangerous organic poisons.  Ten highly toxic molecules are 
described all of particular interest due to their use in notorious 
murder cases.  Each chapter explores the discovery of the 
molecules, their chemistry and e� ects in humans, followed 
by a re-examination of their deliberate misuse in high pro� le 
murder cases!  

Title: Molecules of Murder
Sub Title: Criminal Molecules and Classic Cases
Author: John Emsley
ISBN: 9780854049653
Publication Date: August 2008
Price: £14.95
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Use RSC Prospect enhanced HTML journal articles
Linking together related articles by subject ontologies and identi� ed compounds, RSC Prospect 
enhanced HTML articles also provide you with de� nitions, synonyms, structures and RSS 
feeds. We’ve now introduced a structure and sub-structure searching function, widened the 
compound identi� ers to include groups and relationships via the ChEBI (Chemical Entities of 
Biological Interest) ontology, and included additional features such as an Experimental Data 
Checker to allow downloading of data for analysis of results. Links to patent information and to 
compounds in PubChem have also been added. 

Hailed as the future of publishing, we add computer readable meaning to our journal articles by 
applying internationally recognised labels and conventions. We are proud to be leading the way 
amongst scienti� c publishers.

RSC Prospect - winner of the 2007 ALPSP/Charlesworth Award for Publishing Innovation.

Faced with questions?
Can I search by structure to � nd articles?

Are there any related articles on this topic?

Are there any related articles on this topic?

What groups and relationships are there for this compound?

What groups and relationships are there for this compound?

Is there any Patent information?Is there any Patent information?Is there any Patent information?

Can I download � les of these structures?

What’s the de� nition of that term?

What’s the de� nition of that term?

Looking for answers?Looking for answers?
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Molecular 
BioSystems
High quality research at the 
interface between chemistry, 
the -omic sciences and systems 
biology

Leading researchers in the � eld 
support our journal . . .

“Chemists will increasingly turn to ‘-omics’ 
approaches to understand mechanism 
of action and speci� city of bioactive 
molecules. Molecular BioSystems provides 
a home for this rapidly developing 
interdisciplinary science.”

Thomas Kodadek, 
Chair, Editorial Board

“We received three excellent, tractable, and 
critical reviews with a rapid turn around 
time after submitting our manuscript.  In 
today’s world of potentially long times from 
submission to publication, this was very 
refreshing.”

Mike Washburn
Advisory Board Member

“We believe Molecular BioSystems has more 
to o� er the chemical biology community 
than any other journal.”

Michael Smith, 
Commissioning Editor

“Congratulations on the excellent start – I 
am sure this [impact factor] number will 
continue to rise over the coming years.”

Benjamin Cravatt, 
Editorial Board member

“This is a very respectable impact 
factor for a new journal. Authors can be 
con� dent that their work is visible to the 
appropriate audience.”

Ruedi Aebersold, 
Former Editorial Board member

 Enhanced HTML articles with RSC Prospect
 - Hyperlinked compound information,   
 including downloadable structures in text.
 - Gene, Sequence and Cell Ontology terms  
 linked to de� nitions and related articles
 - IUPAC Gold Book terms linked

 Impact factor 4.121*

 Fast Publication times (average 80 days   
 from receipt)

010879

Submit your next paper to Molecular
BioSystems and bene� t from:

Indexed in

MEDLINE!

*2007 Thompson Scienti� c (ISI) Journal Citation Reports


